
REVENGE AND SUICIDE ISSUES IN SHAKESPEARES PLAY HAMLET

Free Essay: In William Shakespeare's Hamlet, suicide is an important Hamlet has many issues that he must deal with
such as the death of his father around Hamlet's decision on how to seek revenge for his father's death.

Even though Hamlet appears to be suicidal, he shows his madness seems to be perfectly under control,
wanting a relief more than actual death. If not for the motivation of these promised lands, few characters
would act, or withhold action, based on moral codes. For who would bear the whips and scorns of time, Th'
oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely, The pangs of despis'd love, the law's delay, The insolence of
office, and the spurns That patient merit of th' unworthy takes, When he himself might his quietus make With
a bare bodkin? Hamlet provides a look at death, disease, murder, suicide, graves, and betrayal. Sommerville,
op. And for the deaths of Polonius, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern he feels not a twinge of guilt. Two
scenes--V. During his return to Denmark, after being forced to leave, Hamlet witnesses Fortinbras and his
army on their way to defeat King Claudius and reclaim their pride and power. In a sense every person that died
in the play committed suicide. He draws his sword but is concerned that Claudius will go to heaven if killed
while praying. Lee Jamieson has a M. This is the fear of the unknown, not of assured punishment that religion
promises. He underwent his plan by persuading the troupe to perform a play reenacting the killing of King
Hamlet. Hamlet is no more than a boy trying to avenge his father, but gets too caught up in the idea of revenge
to have the ability to logically think about his actions. He believed that he could not leave the world without
finishing this task, but once he had done this, there would be nothing more except his questionable Christian
faith and fear of the unknown to keep him in the light and away from the darkness; which in the end might not
have been enough. Thomas Aquinas, that only the insane may be forgiven. Kiernan Ryan explains why. The
same soliloquy makes it clear that Hamlet finds neither of the reasons he considers for his delay convincing.
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, Must give us
pause. This deepened his depression, but strengthened his need to avenge his father. When Claudius storms
out during the performance, Hamlet becomes convinced of his guilt. Finally he consigns the king to the lower
regions and leaves him with a broad, insulting allusion to his marriage IV. Continue Reading. As for the
representation of opinion on the Elizabethan stage--whatever the nature of the fatal crisis, there is a great
difference between a mere risk deliberately taken by the hero in overcoming obstacles and a plunge into
certain death, after frequently entertaining the idea of self-destruction. Having secured the pledge from the two
witnesses of the ghost, he regrets his very existence that requires him to set right the disjointed limb of the
times.


